
Aiko blossoms with ingenuity to deliver a cleverly designed ecological chair for a variety of office applications. Aiko has a sleek five-star base and the Syncro-Quickshift  Mechanism, 
which makes it easy to adjust to a wide range of body weights with less than half a turn of the lever, seat angle adjustment, and a choice of three back options: a breathable mesh back, 
a visually appealing poly-membrane back, or an upholstered pad on poly membrane back. This striking chair with its dynamic shape adds character to enrich all office settings.

SEAT DEPTH ADJUSTABLE ARMS (HEIGHT)

Adjusting the backrest 
tension for the best comfort 
is needed so the upper 
body is held upright, but is 
not pushed forward.

In order to achieve a great 
posture, the adjustable seat 
depth can adapt to the user. 
In order to achieve optimum 
support for your thighs, use 
the seat depth adjustment.

The adjustable lumbar 
support reduces the risk 
of lower back pain and 
fatigue throughout the 
day. In addition adjusting 
the lumbar support to the 
user will also optimize 
posture and comfort. 

*Optional features may not be included
All specifications subject to change without notice.
Any servicing of your Dauphin Chair must be performed by an authorized Dauphin Dealer.

TILT ADJUSTMENT LOCKTENSION ADJUSTMENT

The arms are height adjustable up to 4in.
With the easy button release and lock 
system, the user is able to set the arms to their 
preferred height. The armrests are at the correct 
height when the elbows are resting on the arms 
and the shoulder and neck muscles are relaxed.

In order to achieve a great 
posture, the adjustable seat 
height can adapt to the user.  
For optimal height, the thigh and 
lower leg together form an angle 
of at least  90° 

VARIABLE BACKREST LOCK

ADJUSTABLE ARMS (DEPTH)

The seat and backrest follow the 
movements of the person sitting 
in a synchronized manner at the 
correct angle. With a noticeable 
adjustment of the constant 
backrest, counter-pressure 
is present in all working positions. 

Ergonomically positioned beneath 
the arm, the arms depth lever can 
extend the arm to the desired 
angle and depth. 

LUMBAR SUPPORT

SEAT HEIGHT

The Syncro-Quickshift   mechanism 
can be easily locked in multiple 
positions so there is no excess 
pressure on the user’s backrest 
with the best comfort possible.
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